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II/IV B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, JUNE/JULY-2018
Second Semester

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

GENERATION OF ELECTRICAL POWER

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:60

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 12X1=12 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X12=48 M

1. a) Define diversity factor

b) Define load factor.

c) What is the cause of low power factor

d) Write about Economizer

e) Write about condenser.

f) What are the different types of turbines.

g) Define fission.

h) Write about Moderator function.

i) Define solar cell

j) What is Tidal energy define it

k) What are the types of wind generators

l) What is geothermal energy define it.

UNIT-I

2. a) Explain about choice of size and number of generator units.

b) Explain about load curves and different load factors.

(OR)

3. Explain about

i) Flat rate tariffs

ii) Two part tariffs

iii) Block rate Tariffs

iv) Power factor tariffs P.T.O
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UNIT-II

4. a) What are the different types of power stations.

b) Explain the factors for selection of thermal station.

(OR)

5. a) Classification of hydroelectric plants.

b) Operation of hydroelectric plant and its function.

UNIT-III

6. a) Explain the working principle of Nuclear power plant.

b) Explain about PWR.

(OR)

7. Draw the layout of gas turbine plant and explain its principle of operation.

UNIT-IV

8. a) Explain about solar pond.

b) Write briefly about types of conversion systems.

(OR)

9. Explain briefly about Tidal, Geothermal energy and fuel cells.
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EE 225 (R-15)

Total No. of Questions :09]    [Total No. of Pages : 02

II/IV B.Tech. (Supple) DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, DECEMBER-2018

Second  Semester

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

GENERATION OF ELECTRICAL POWER

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:60

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 12X1=12 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X12=48 M

1. a) Define load factor?

b) Define diversity factor?

c) What is a Tariff?

d) Why are Cooling towers used in Thermal Power Stations?

e) Why the Coal is Pulverize?

f) What is the Function of Condenser in a Steam Power Plant?

g) What is Critical mass?

h) What is Decay Constant?

i) What is liquid metal type Reactor?

j) Why the efficiency of open cycle Gas Turbine Power Plant low?

k) What is demand factor?

l) What are the different types of wind turbines?

UNIT-I
2. a) Derive the relationship between the load factor and loss factor. Explain the role of

load factor on the cost of Electrical energy.

b) The load connected to station is 100MW and the demand factor of the consumer

is 1.25. Estimate the capacity of the generating station when the load factor is

60%, capacity factor is 50%, diversity factor of distribution is 1.33 and that of

transmission is 1.5. Take the efficiency of transmission and distribution as 90%.

P.T.O
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(OR)

3. a) Explain different types of Tariffs. What are the special features of Two-part tariff?

b) Explain the most economical power factor or constant kW loads and KVA type

loads?

UNIT-II

4. a) Explain Factor that effect the choice of generator rating and number of units?

b) What is meant by a Pumped Storage Plant? Explain its working diagram.

(OR)

5. a) Draw the general layout of a modern thermal power plant and explain the working

of different circuits?

b) Discuss the operation of condenser and economizer?

UNIT-III

6. a) What are the  functions of Moderator and Control rods in Nuclear reactor.

b) Describe the working of a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) used in a Nuclear

Power Plant with the help of neat sketch?

(OR)

7. a) Differentiate between Open and Closed Gas Turbine cycles. Discuss any one

method for improving the efficiency of a Gas Turbine Plant?

b) Discuss briefly the aspect of Combined cycle plants with Nuclear and Gas turbine

plant?

UNIT-IV

8. a) Define Solar Constant and explain the operation of Solar Thermal Power Plant?

b) Explain the Operation of Solar Cell and what are the factors influences the effi-

ciency of Solar Cell?

(OR)

9. a) Explain briefly the Operation of Wind Turbine and the output related to sweeping

area?

b) Write brief note on Tidal and Geothermal energy.
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EE 311 (CR)

Total No. of Questions :09]    [Total No. of Pages : 02

III/IV B.Tech. DEGREE (Supple) EXAMINATIONS, JUNE/JULY-2018

First Semester

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

GENERATION OF ELECTRICAL POWER

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:70

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 14X1=14 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X14=56 M

1. a) What is Hydrological Cycle?

b) Why governing of turbine is essential?

c) What for Surge tank is provided?

d) Why are Cooling towers used in Thermal Power Stations?

e) Why is Coal Pulvarised?

f) What is the Function of Condenser in a Steam Power Plant?

g) What is Critical mass?

h) What is meant by binding energy?

i) Define the term mass curve.

j) Define diversity factor.

k) What is the use of penstock?

l) What are the different types of steam turbines?

m) What is liquid metal cooled reactor

n) What is meant by Solar collector?

UNIT-I

2. a) What are the factors affecting the cost of generation? Explain how reduction of

cost by inter-connected stations?

b) The annual peak load of primary feeder is 2050 kW at which the power loss is

80 kW per phase. Assuming annual loss factor of 0.15, Determine i.  The average

annual power loss, ii.  The total annual energy loss.

P.T.O
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3. a) What is meant by tariff? Explain simple, flat rate and two-part tariffs.

b) Explain the necessity of improving the power factor and discuss any one method?

UNIT-II

4. a) What is a mass curve and what information does it provide? What are its uses?

b) What is meant by a Pumped Storage Plant? Explain the advantages of a Pumped

Storage Plant?

(OR)

5. a) Draw the general layout of a modern thermal power plant and explain the working

of different circuits?

b) Discuss the Characteristics of turbo alternator, steam turbines?

UNIT-III

6. a) Explain with a Layout diagram various parts of a Nuclear Reactor? Discuss the

factors affect the selection of site?

b) Explain the characteristics features of Pressurized heavy water reactor?

(OR)

7. a) What are the advantages and disadvantages of a Gas Turbine as a prime-mover for

a utility system?

b) Explain the operation of combined cycle plant with nuclear gas turbine?

UNIT-IV

8. a) Explain the working of Solar thermal power plants? What are the advantages in

it?

b) Briefly explain about Solar Pond and Solar Cell?

(OR)

9. a) Write the principles of Wind power and discuss about economical sweeping area

and length of turbine?

b) Briefly explain the operation of fuel cell and their advantages?
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Total No. of Questions :09]    [Total No. of Pages : 02

III/IV B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, NOV/DEC-2018
First  Semester

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
GENERATION OF ELECTRICAL POWER

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:70

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 14X1=14 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X14=56 M

1. a) Define reserve capacity of the plant?

b) Write about rankle cycle?

c) Write short note on power triangle?

d) What is Decay Constant?

e) What is CANDU type Reactor?

f) Why the efficiecny of open cycle Gas Turbine Power Plant is very low?

g) What is Diversity Factor and how does it influence the cost?

h) What is meant by binding energy?

i) Why are majority of gas turbine power plants employed as peak load plants?

j) What are the types of Wind mills?

k) Define Solar Pond?

l) What is meant by Tariff?

m) Write a short note on hydro graphs.

n) Define compressor efficiency?

UNIT-I

2. a) Derive a relation between the load factor and the loss factor and emphasis the

relation.

b) The maximum demand of a power plant is 200MW. The capacity factor is 0.6 and

the utilization factor is 0.8. Find

i)  Load factor ii)  Plant Capacity iii)  Reserve Capacity

iv)  Annual energy production P.T.O
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(OR)

3. a) What are the different systrems of tariff’s in use? Discuss any two of them and

indicate the types of consumers where such tariffs are used?

b) What are the methods of improving power factor? Discuss about phase advancing

method and Generation of reactive KVR

.

UNIT-II

4. a) Classify Hydro electrical power plant based on water flow regulation, head and

load? List out advantages of reaction turbines?

b) Discuss the special features of Alternators used in Hydroelectric power station.

(OR)

5. a) Discuss the important factor to be taken into account while selecting the site for a

thermal power station and explain general layout?

b) Describe the role of coal handling, Boiler and economizer in thermal power plant?

UNIT-III

6. a) Explain with neat diagram various parts of a Nuclear Reactor? What are the

advantages of CANDU type reactor.

b) Explain the characteristics features of Pressurized heavy water reactor?

(OR)

7. a) What are the advantages and disadvantages of a Gas Turbine as a prime-mover for

a utility system?

b) What are Combined Cycle Plants? Explain with any one type of combine cycle

plant.

UNIT-IV

8. a) Explain the working of Solar thermal power plants? What are the advantages in

it?

b) Briefly epxlain about Solar Pond and Solar Cell?

(OR)

9. a) Write the principles of Wind power and discuss different types of Wind

Generators?

b) Briefly explain tidal and geothermal energy?
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